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Abstract
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) combines the benefits of gasoline engines and
electric motors which can be configured for improving fuel efficiency. Lithium Iron
Phosphate (LiFePO4) Phosphate based technology possesses superior thermal and
chemical stability which provides better safety characteristics than those of Lithiumion technology made with other cathode materials. Hi-Power LiFePO4 battery packs
are becoming preferred choice of energy storage for electric vehicles in the vehicle
development. Thermal management of batteries in HEV is essential for the
effectiveness in all conditions. This research will present the results of thermal
analysis and to get optimation management of battery pack in hybrid vehicle. When
the fan is on, the forced air flow over the cells removes some of the generated heat.
Thermal modeling result can to based determinations configurations of battery pack
with solidworks simulation. Parameters of battery temperature is, charging
temperature rises 45 C. When the temperature of the battery rises to 50 C, BMS
(Battery Management System) will be alarmed, and when the temperature reaches 60
C, the output will be cut off by BMS.
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INTRODUCTION
Hybrid
The energy crisis is great bottleneck in the supply of energy resources for
vehicle. To coming era with limited and expensive energy will be very difficult for
everyone in the world for buying fuel especially for vehicle. Integration for internal
combustion engine with electrical driven is perfect to be solution in energy crisis.
Hybrid car is the first step of the solution in reducing the energy crisis. Strategies in
the integration of hybrid vehicles can be made in selection of the type of cars that will
be refined. The completion of vehicle systems can reduce and become a solution in
energy crisis.

Figure 1 Toyota Pirus Hybrid
Hybrid cars’ main energy is the combination of fosil fuel and battery. Energy
storage systems on batteries are essential for electric drive vehicles, such as hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs). Temperature can affect the performance of battery. Thermal
management of battery can be a solutions for controlling temperature of battery. The
problem underlying reseach is a thermal management of battery packs in hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs) is essential to maximize pack performance of battery. Forced
air from fan was used as the medium for regulating module temperature the HEV
battery pack.
Modules in the pack of battery should be operated within the optimum
temperature range beetwen 10 ◦C – 40◦C for the maximum performance of battery. The
problems aims for searching a good configurations of cooling system for performance
battery. The process design and analysis using solidworks software.
Battery
A battery is an electrochemical energy storage device that can release an
electrical charge when needed. It generally consists of an anode, a cathode, and an
electrolyte (separator). Different battery types are typically identified by the materials
that make up one or more of those components.

Figure 2 Hi-Power Battery
Batteries may be made up of one or more cells, which can be connected
together (in series) to provide a higher voltage. For example, a typical 12-volt car
battery is made up of six cells connected together internally and a battery pack for a
battery electric vehicle (BEV) may have hundreds of individual cells. Battery
characteristics that are particularly important for automotive use include their energy
density and power density.
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Tabel 1.Characteristic of HEV Battery
LiFePO4
LiCoO2
LiMn2O4
Safest
Not Stable
Acceptable
Most EnviroVery
friendly
Dangerous
Best/Excellent
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Most Economic/
Excellent
-20 C to 70 C

Li(NiCo)O2
Not Stable
Very
Dangerous
Acceptable

Good

Acceptable

Best

High

Acceptable

High

-20 C to 55 C

Over 50 C

-20 C to 55 C

Forced Convection
Forced convection is a mechanism in which fluid motion is generated by an
external source like a pump, fan, or other device. While the term forced convection
can be used to refer to any fluid, it is most commonly associated with forced air
cooling. Because of the usually high airspeeds associated with forced convection,
significant amounts of heat can be transported quickly and efficiently. The amount of
surface area on the heat sink is an important factor in helping meet the desired thermal
performance, but too much surface area will because the heat sink to have a large
pressure drop. The greater the drop in pressure, the greater the strain put on the fan,
which results in decreased fan performance.
Reynolds numbers small value of indicates the flow is laminar, while large value
indicates turbulent flow. value of the Reynolds number when the flow become
s
turbulent called critical Reynolds number whose value varies depending on the shape
geometrinya.Bilangan Reynolds can be found using the equation :

Where :
v
Dh

= Velocity of fluid
= Hydraulic diameter
= Kinematic viscosity

(m/s)
(m)
(m2/s)

Forced convection coefficient values can be calculated using the following equation: [10]

Where :
Dh
h
Nu

= Hydraulic diameter
= Convection coefficient
= Nusselt number

(m)
(W/m².°C)

RESEARCH METHOD
This research presents thermal management of battery packs in hybrid electric
vehicle (HEVs) to maximize pack performance. A battery pack type on this research
is LiFePO4 HP-PW-100AH hybrid vehicle system in Toyota Soluna. Configutarions
system battery is series, capacity battery is 3.65 Voltage of single cells. Total capacity
battery with series convigurations is 3.65V*45 = 164.25V. Total capacity of battery
pack based consumption electric motor is 144V. The analysis is done by redesigning
part and thermal analyzing on battery. Thermal testing model will comparing of
battery pack configurations.
Configurations of battery pack is single battery, single pack (45 modules), and
triple pack (15-15-15 modules) of battery with series configurations. The thermal tests
on management analize is 45 C (charging), 50 C (discharging), and 60 C
(discharging).

Figure 3 Air cooling thermal management system
Single Pack
Configurations setup single pack is single pack battery. The battery pack in the
series LiFePO4 is 45 modules. Air cooling system in this analyze is sunon with
configurations of fan is 10 modules, and exhaust is 3 modules. The thermal tests on
management analize is 45 C (charging), 50 C (discharging), and 60 C (discharging).

Figure 4 Configurations Single Pack
The battery cells used in figure 4 is LiFePO4, capacity battery is 3.65 Voltage
of single cells. Total capacity battery with series convigurations is 3.65V*45 =
164.25V. The fan usedin figure 4 is sunon with rotor speed 2900 RPM, total
configurations for air cooling system is 10 units.

Triple Pack
Configurations setup single pack is single pack battery. The battery pack in the
series LiFePO4 is front 15 and rear 15-15 configurations modules. Air cooling system
in this analyze is sunon with configurations of fan is front 6 configurations modules
and e haust is
modules. he thermal tests on management anali e is
C
charging
C discharging and
C (discharging).

Figure 5 Configurations Triple Pack
The battery cells used in figure 5 is LiFePO4 model HP-PW-100AH capacity
battery is 3.65 Voltage of single cells. Total capacity battery with series convigurations
is 3.65V*15 = 54.75 V, total 54.75*3 = 164.25 V. The fan usedin figure 5 is sunon with
rotor speed 2900 RPM, total configurations for air cooling system is 6 units.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The analysis is done by redesigning part and thermal analyzing on battery.
Thermal testing model will comparing of battery pack configurations. Configurations of
battery pack is single battery, single pack (45 modules), and triple pack (15-15-15
modules) of battery with series configurations. The thermal tests on management
analize is 45 C (charging), 50 C (discharging), and 60 C (discharging).
A. Single Pack 45 C (Charging/With Thermal Management)
Figure 6 show that configurations Centre deck single pack battery. In this figure
when charing position the battery reaches 45 C. The fan is able to keep battery
temperature 33.48 C - 39.24 C on charging were used. The pack is cooled by thermal
management which draws cabin air to the battery as shown in Figure 6

Figure 6 Result Single Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

C

Figure 7 Temperature graph
C (with thermal management)
Based figure 7 show that battery temperature no thermal management the
temperature reaches 33.48 C on charging position at 4480 seconds, and reaches 39.24 C
on charging position at 7500 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is
39.24 C - 33.48 C
B. Single Pack 50 C (Discharging/With Thermal Management)
Figure 8 show that configurations Centre deck single p
ack battery. In this
figure when the temperature of the battery rises to
C, BMS (Battery Management
System) will be alarmed. The fan is able to keep battery temperature 36.18 C – 43.09 C
on charging were used. The pack is cooled by fan which draws cabin air to the battery
as shown in Figure 8

Figure 8 Result Single Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

C

Figure 9 Temperature graph

C (with thermal management)

Based figure 9 show that battery temperature no thermal management the
temperature reaches 36.18 C on charging position at 5980 seconds, and reaches 43.09 C
on charging position at 10.000 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is
36.19 C – 43.09 C.
C. Single Pack 60 C (Discharging/With Thermal Management)
Figure 10 show that configurations Centre deck single pack battery. In this
figure hen the temperature reaches
C, the output will be cut off by BMS. The fan
is able to keep battery temperature 41.56 C – 50.78 C on charging were used. The pack
is cooled by fan which draws cabin air to the battery as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Result Single Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

Figure 11 Temperature graph 6 C (with thermal management)

C

Based figure 11 show that battery temperature no thermal management the temperature
reaches 41.56 C on charging position at 9000 seconds, and reaches 50.78 C on charging
position at 15.000 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is .
–
.
.
D. Triple Pack 45 C (Charging)
Figure 12 show that configurations Rear Deck Single Pack Battery. In this figure
hen charing position the battery reaches
C. The fan is able to keep battery
temperature 29.80 - 35.50 C.on charging were used. The pack is cooled by fan which
draws cabin air to the battery as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 Result Triple Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

C

Figure 13 Temperature graph
C (with thermal management)
Based figure 13 show that battery temperature no thermal management the temperature
reaches 29.80 C on charging position at 2850 seconds, and reaches 35.50 C on charging
position at 5700 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is 29.80 - 35.50 C.
E. Triple Pack 50 C (Charging)
Figure 14 show that configurations Rear Deck Single Pack Battery. In this figure
when the temperature of the battery rises to
C, BMS (Battery Management System)
will be alarmed. The fan is able to keep battery temperature 29.11 C – 40.72 C on
charging were used. The pack is cooled by fan which draws cabin air to the battery as
shown in Figure 4.1

Figure 14 Result Triple Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

C

Figure 15 Temperature graph
C (with thermal management)
Based figure 15 show that battery temperature no thermal management the temperature
reaches 31.43 C on charging position at 3800 seconds, and reaches 38.39 C on charging
position at 7900 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is 31.43 C –
38.39 C.
F. Triple Pack 60 C (Charging)
Figure 16 show that configurations Rear Deck Single Pack Battery. In this figure When
the temperature reaches
the output ill be cut off by
. The fan is able to keep
battery temperature 29.51 C – 47.81 C on charging were used. The pack is cooled by
fan which draws cabin air to the battery as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 Result Triple Pack With Thermal Management Temperature

C

Figure 17 Temperature graph 60 C (with thermal management)
Based figure 17 show that battery temperature no thermal management the
temperature reaches 35.61 C on charging position at 4200 seconds, and reaches 44.76 C
on charging position at 11800 seconds. Average temperatures in this configuration is
35.61 C – 44.76 C.
Comparation 45 ◦C (charging conditions)
Table 2 comparison of management thermal 45 C (Fan Off)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
45
Single Battery
off
43.09 - 45.00
44.04
45
Single Pack
off
43.08 - 45.00
44.04
45
Triple Pack
off
43.08 - 45.00
44.04
Table 3 comparison of management thermal 45 C (Fan On)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
45
Single Battery
on
25.94 - 37.58
31.76
45
Single Pack
on
33.48 - 39.24
36.36
45
Triple Pack
on
29.80 - 35.50
32.65

Figure 18 Temperature graph
C
The result show that pack average of battery, Triple Packs battery is better at
32,65 C than Single Pack battery 36,36 C. configurations of thermal battery is better if
battery with triple packs than single pack configurations of battery.

Comparation 50 C (charging conditions)
Table 4 comparison of management thermal off 50 C (Fan Off)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
50
Single Battery
off
47.71- 50
48.85
50
Single Pack
off
47.70 - 50
48.85
50
Triple Pack
off
47.70 - 50
48.85
Table 5 comparison of management thermal off 50 C (Fan On)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
50
Single Battery
on
27.10 - 40.48
33.79
50
Single Pack
on
36.19 - 43.09
39.64
50
Triple Pack
on
29.11 - 40.72
34.91

Figure 19 Temperature graph

C

The result show that average comparison of management thermal on Triple
Packs Battery is better at 34,91 C than Single pack battery 39,64 C. configurations of
thermal battery is better if battery with triple packs than single pack configurations of
battery.
Comparation 60 C (charging conditions)
Table 6 comparison of management thermal off 60 C (Fan Off)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
60
Single Battery
off
56.94 - 60.00
58.47
60
Single Pack
off
56.93 - 60.00
58.46
60
Triple Pack
off
56.93 - 60.00
58.46
Table 7 comparison of management thermal off 60 C (Fan On)
Thermal
Configurations Fan Status Temperature
Average
Test
60
Single Battery
on
29.40 - 47.76
38.58
60
Single Pack
on
41.56 - 50.78
46.17
60
Triple Pack
on
29.51 - 47.81
38.66

Figure 20 Temperature graph

C

The result show that average comparison of management thermal on Triple
Packs Battery is better at 38.66 C than Single pack battery 46.17 C. configurations of
thermal battery is better if battery with triple packs than single pack configurations of
battery.
The Heat Transfer Coefficient Battery Calculations
Specification Cell Battery
Length Cells
: 134.5 mm
Diameter Cells
: 33.5 mm = 0.0335 m

The heat transfer coefficient battery 45 C (Charging Position). The forced air
flow (Fan) 0.039 m3/s. The value of velocity fan is obtained from database SolidWorks
Flow simulation (Papst 4500N).
The ratio of Reynolds number on battery can be calculated by:

Re is the ratio of Reynolds number, v is the velocity of fan, Dh is the cell diameter, and
is kinematic viscosity.
⁄
⁄
The result show that the value of Re is 74,87, this value is laminar type of flow.
The Nusselt number can be calculated after completed calculations of Reynolds number.

Prandtl Numbers be obtained from the table properties of air, Value of Pr 0.7105. The
Nusselt number on battery can be calculated by :
Nu is the Nusselt number, Re is the Reynolds number, and Pr is the Prandtl Numbers.

The result show that the value of Nu is 1,394 with thermal conductivity 0.278 W/ m.°C.
The heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by:
⁄
⁄
Where h is heat transfer coefficient, k is thermal conductivity of air, D is the cell
diameter, Nu is the Nusselt number. The result show that the value of convection
coefficient is
W/m2.K.
Total of convection coefficient on cells in the battery is:
× 8 cells = 9.256 ⁄
⁄
Total of convection coefficient on configuration battery pack is :
× 45 unit = 416.52 ⁄
⁄

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Conclusion
We present an analysis to estimate the optimization cooling system in battery
HEVs by air-cooling. The battery using an integrated thermal management and battery
degradation model for a battery pack with LiFePO4 battery. The results obtained are as
follows :
1. Pack modell will affect on temperature of battery.
2. The pack of battery on single pack is better than single pack.
3. Battery can optimum operating on triple pack system, this pack will control the
temperature at 38.66 C on maximum temperature.
4. a. Convection coefficient battery with a temperature of 45 C is 416.52 ⁄
b. Convection coefficient battery with a temperature of 50 C is 403.2

⁄

c. Convection coefficient battery with a temperature of 60 C is 400.32 ⁄
Suggestion
Suggestion in this research as follows:
1. Analyze force frame on battery for strength a part on installations process.
2. Frame material used must strength for static force from battery.
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